Mark was very professional, yet casual, for a comfortable lesson. Well worth the
value. Made immediate improvements to my game.
Wonderful experience...we would recommend simply golf to anyone!
This was a great deal. Mark Baumann is a fine instructor. He presented things in
an easy to understand approach. His comments were all positive. He did not focus
on weaknesses. it was a nice experience.
Great lesson. Top-notch pro. Alot for the cost. Great service. Learned a lot.
"Best golf lesson ever. It was a good value and I will use Mark's services again.
Thanks, Rob"
It was a great experience for a great price. Thanks.
It was the best golf lesson I've ever had! Mark's on-the-course instruction was
very helpful and his policy of "keeping it simple" made his instructions easy to
remember and apply.
Mark is a great instructor and it was VERY worth my time. Would definitely
recommend this deal to anyone! Thanks again! Jay
Awesome coach, great value!
Great deal and great instructor! Positive experience and will refer friends to this
business! Would be great if another deal like this came along soon.
Mark was an amazing teacher. It was over and above what I expected. He really
helped me with my swing and bye-bye slice! I would highly recommend Mark to

beginners because he makes it simple and to those who want to enhance their
swing because he is a pro! Highest Recommendation by Chad Reelfs
The instructor was absolutely awesome! I had a wonderful time. Well worth the
money and plan to return to Shoreline.
I had an awesome time and learned a lot. I would love to take more lessons.
This was a great experience. I had my swing analyzed before but this was so much
better. Mark was very knowledgeable and gave me great feedback. I would
definitely recommend to others.
Mark was a great golf coach. Got right to the root of the problem and offered
useful solutions.
Mark was SUPER fun and easy-going. Looking forward to working with him again.
Mark found out what MY goals were and spent all day helping me to achieve
them. He provided criticism in a positive and constructive way and I can't wait to
use the techniques I learned today while out on the course with my family.
Thanks Mark!
Mark Baumann is an excellent instructor.
Mark was an amazing instructor! I know have a knowledge of golf that I did not
have before and the impact to my game should be tremendous!
Mr. Baumann was very professional, courteous, and knowledgeable. The lesson
was extremely helpful.
Great service, will definitely be returning
Friendly instructor. Didn't try to change everything just helped make reasonable
improvements. Saves me 5 strokes... great deal!! Will return

